
Chapter 12  
Lesson 3  

History of Evolution of Clothes or Dresses  
 

When was the dress created? Nobody knows. According to the historians, from the ancient 
time people are covering body. In ancient era, people used to cover the body with the bark 
from tree, leaves, skin of animals, feather, ornament etc. People used to tie the hoof skin at 
the backside of neck to cover shoulder and chest and if the skin was larger, they used to tie it 
on neck as well as on west. 

Gradually people invented the system of sewing. They made thread from the vein of dead 
animals and invented needle from the thin bone and sewed the skin to wear. That type of 
cloth was secured. After that people made tent with the sewed skin to be safe from cold, heat 
and rain. Then they processed leather more and manufactured comfortable, updated and long-
lasting clothes. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In the ancient time, there was spinning machine. People used to make clothes by cutting 
thread.  

Later on, people manufactured cloth from the thread which is made of the natural vegetable 
fiber, hair or fur of the animal, saliva of cocoon etc. and cut the clothes and start making 
dresses.  

Several machineries, factories were invented. People invented artificial fiber by mixing 
chemical elements and thus preparing textile from those fibers; and was able to make dresses 
with those textiles. 

The diversity has come in manufacturing fabric as well as design of dresses. But it varies 
depending on the country, time and religion. 

 

 

 

Image 1: History of Evolution of Clothes or Dresses 



Tasks: 

Exercise: Solve the MCQ (1 to 4) 

Write CQ 1 & 2 from exercise 

CQ 1 (Hints) 

a. Basic needs (how many?) (read again Clothing) 
b. The nurses wear something special… (Lesson 2 read again) 
c. Shova’s cloth was soft, comfortable, loose and easily wrinkled. So the fabric will 

be...what?. Think again (Lesson 1) 
d. Reba’s fabric does not get wrinkled. 

[c, d questions are telling about two different fabrics. The answer will be to the point. 
Explain shortly. No need to make it too long.] 

 

CQ 2 (Hints) 

a. Give the definition of knitted fabric 
b. [In first para, write the definition of self-protection. Explain it in 2nd para] 

 
Self-protection is keeping oneself safe from injury or damage. 
 
[Explain Now] 
 

c. Brazil’s jersy is the combination of green and yellow. These two colors represent the 
country. So Rahat can easily identify the Brazil team. 

d. Same thing here. Just explain nicely. 
[No need to make it too long.] 

 

 


